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1. Noun

2. Noun

3. Noun

4. Noun

5. Past Tense Verb

6. Adverb

7. Adjective

8. Event

9. Adjective

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Past Tense Verb

13. Noun

14. Verb

15. Noun

16. Past Tense Verb

17. Noun

18. Noun

19. Noun

20. Noun

21. Noun

22. Number

23. Past Tense Verb
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24. Past Tense Verb

25. Noun

26. Noun
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The Tokyo tower Noun was supposed to be the single largest Noun of riders to have ever

happened. Thousands upon thousands of Noun from all over the world met up at Shiba Noun

Past tense verb by an unknown online community. Everything started Adverb with the

Adjective skirmishes associated with thousands of riders being jam packed in a relatively small location

and then it happened: The Event . The Adjective group that had gathered them all here were

ready to demonstrate the next Noun of storm riding technology or so they claimed. Yet, amazement

wasn't really what was planned for that historic night.

Noun Past tense verb apart Tokyo tower showering the surrounding Noun with shards of

twisted metal and molten debris. Panic overtook the crowd as the whole world around them began to

Verb . At the same time armored Noun Past tense verb down from the Noun to

assist the deadly assault. Riders were forced to use every ounce of their Noun and Noun to

simply survive in this mayhem of Noun and Noun . However, it wasn't nearly enough. In the

aftermath Number riders lost their lives that night and hundreds more were left severely Past 

tense verb . Authorities, alerted by the devastation, Past tense verb the invaders away but the riders were

blamed for the devastation. A rider Noun gone sour was the tag line thrown to all newspapers. The

world was blind to the Noun looming in the shadowsâ?¦;.
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